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Abstract

This paper presents a bi-objective MIP model for the flexible flow shop
scheduling problem (FFSP) in which the total weighted tardiness and the
energy consumption are minimized simultaneously. In addition to
considering unrelated machines at each stage, the set-up times are supposed
to be sequence- and machine-dependent, and it is assumed that jobs have
different release times. Two Taguchi-based-tuned algorithms: (i) nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II), and (ii) non-dominated
ranked genetic algorithm (NRGA) are applied to solve the model. Six
numerical examples with different sizes (small, medium, and large) are used
to demonstrate the applicability and to exhibit the efficacy of the
algorithms. The results show that the NRGA outperforms significantly the
NSGA-II in the performance metrics for all six numerical examples.
Keywords: Flexible flow shop scheduling, energy consumption, weighted
tardiness, genetic algorithm, strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm.

1-Introduction
In today’s competitive supply chains, an effective sequencing and scheduling is vital in order to
survive in the market (Tavakkoli-Moghaddam et al. 2010). The sequencing usually associates with the
order of jobs that should be processed on a same machine while, the scheduling usually refers to
allocate the jobs to a complex set of machines with respect to time. A suitable scheduling of resources
in a company leads to enhance the resource utilization, decrease the time required to complete jobs,
and finally increase the profitability (Kerzner and Kerzner , 2017).The resources might be machines
in workshops, routes in airports, workers at a construction site, processing units in a computational
environment, etc (Pinedo et al. 2015). Although the traditional scheduling approaches considered
performance indicators such as life-cycle of product, cost, and quality as optimization objectives in
manufacturing systems; recentlya growing body of literature has investigatedon minimizing the
energy consumption (Pechmann and Schöler, 2011).
*Corresponding author
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The supply of energy plays a vital role in the continuation of human life, and the minimizing of
energy consumption is crucial for the sustainable developemtn of modern societies (Asif and Muneer,
2007). Some of the studies have shown that the consumption of energy in companies can be reduced
by alternative operational strategies such as more stringent management and machines scheduling
(Dahmus and Gutowski , 2004), (Gutowski et al. 2005) and (Drake et al. 2006).
This paper investigates the reduction of energy consumption in a flexible flow shop scheduling
problem. A flexible flow shop scheduling problem (FFSP) is an extension of the classical flow-shop
scheduling (LIN and Zhang, 2014).The FFSP is a multi-stage production process that consists of two
or more production stages in series. There is at least one machine tool in each production stage, and at
least one stage has more than one machine tool. All jobs have to pass every production stage in the
same order (each job requires to be processed by only one machine in each stage and every machine
can process it) (Dai et al, 2013).The energy consumption (EC) is considered as a new objective and it
is optimized concurrently with the other objective of the company.Among the common objectives in
the field of prodution scheduling, tardiness is a significant one that has attracted more attentions in
recent years (Liu et al. 2014), (Liang et al. 2015), (Liu et al. 2015), (Ruiz et al. 2010), (Lee and Kim,
2004), (Lee et al. 2004), (Naderi et al. 2009) and (Jun and Park, 2015). This is because of the high
importance of customers’ satisfaction in today’s competitive envirnment. Moreover, if a job was not
prepared in its due date, not only the service level would be reduced, but also additional costs would
be imposed. These costs include specified penalties in the contracts, loss of credibility, increasing the
possibility of losing the customers, reducing the attraction of potential customers, and etc. (Choi et al.
2005), (Gupta et al. 2002) and (Davoudpour and Ashrafi, 2009). Since these costs can be different for
various jobs (customers), a weight might be consideredfor each job (customer) which represents the
relative importance (priority) of it.Therefore, considering a total weighted tardiness (TWT)as an
objective function will enable the problem to be more compatible with the conditions of the real
world.Therefor, this paper presents a bi-objective MIP model in which the TWT and the EC should be
minimized simultanousely. Moreover, in order to enhance the applicability of the model two
operational conditions are applied: the first, each jobis associated with a release time before which it
cannot be processed, and the second, set-up times are considered to be sequence- and machinedependent.
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NRGA, NSGA-II

Since FFSP is known as a NP-hard problem (Dai et al. 2013), two solution algortihms, including (i)
non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II), and (ii) non-dominated ranked genetic
algorithm (NRGA) are adopted to make a suitable trade-off between the TWT and the EC.
Up to the best of our knowledge, there is no comprehensive study which has simultaneously
consideredthe EC and the TWTas objective functions for the flexible flow shop scheduling problem
and none of them are applied and compared two mentioned solution algorithms(unique combination
in Table 1).

2-Problem description and a mathematical model

In a flexible flow shop,there are 𝑛jobs that should be processed in 𝑘 production stages. There is at
least one machine in each stage, and at least one stage has more than one machine.The problem is to
schedule the production so as to minimize the energy consumed by machines and the tardiness penalty
cost of jobssimultanousely. These two objectives conflict in such a way that minimizing enegry
consumption may lead to prefer machines with low velocity at each stage, and minimizing tardiness
may lead to prefer ones with high velocity in order to shorten the life-cycle of jobs.
It is assumed that the parallel machines in each stage are unrelated which means that there are at
least 𝑚 different parallel machines in stage 𝑡 and machine 𝑖 processes job 𝑗 with 𝑣 velocity. Jobs
are independent, and each job has only one operation at each stage, moreover a job must be processed
on a machine without break (preemption is not allowed), and each job is associated witha due date
and a release time (release times is a period of time when a job becomes available for processing).
Set-up times are sequence- and machine-dependent, and a machine consumes energy when it turns on
or off, and when it is idle. Moreover, for each job, the amount of consumption of energy by a machine
is different during the set-up time and processing time. Other assumptions of the problem are as
follows:
 All machines are available at time zero.
 A machine can only process one job at a time, and machines of a stage cannot process the jobs
of the other stages.
 Release times, due dates, processing times, set-up times, tardiness penalty costs, and the
amount of energy consumptions are deterministic.

2-1-Notations
The indices, parameters and variables used for the formulation of the model are as follows:
Indices:
Index of stage
𝑡
𝑡 1,2, … , 𝑘
Index of machine
𝑖
𝑖 1,2, … , 𝑚
Index of job
𝑗, 𝑙
𝑗, 𝑙 0,1,2, … , 𝑛, 𝑛 1
Parameters:
Number of parallel machines at stage 𝑡
𝑚
𝑑
Due date of job 𝑗
𝑟
Release time of job 𝑗
𝑤
Weight of job 𝑗
A very large number
𝑀
𝑠
Set up time between job 𝑙 and job 𝑗 on machine 𝑖 at stage 𝑡
𝑐ℎ
Set up time of job 𝑗 if the job processes as the first job on machine 𝑖 at stage 𝑡
𝑃
Process time of job 𝑗 on machine 𝑖 at stage 𝑡
Amount of energy used to turn on and off machine 𝑖 at stage 𝑡
𝐸𝑅
𝐸𝑃
Amount of energy used to process of job 𝑗 on machine 𝑖 at stage 𝑡 in a unit of time
𝐸𝑆
Amount of energy used to set up of job 𝑗 on machine 𝑖 at stage 𝑡 in a unit of time
Amount of energy used during idle time of machine 𝑖 at stage 𝑡 in a unit of time
𝐸𝐼
Decision variables:
Initial start time of machine 𝑖 at stage 𝑡
𝐼𝑛𝑖
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Idle time of machine 𝑖 at stage 𝑡
Start time for processing of job 𝑗 on machine 𝑖 at stage 𝑡
Completion time of job 𝑗 at stage 𝑡
Completion time of job 𝑗 at the final stage
Completion time of machine 𝑖 at stage 𝑡
Tardiness if job 𝑗
A binary variable; 1, if job 𝑙 immediately allocated and scheduled on machine 𝑖 at stage 𝑡
A binary variable; 1, if job 𝑙 allocated and scheduled on machine 𝑖 at stage 𝑡 as the first
job
A binary variable; 1, if job 𝑙 allocated and scheduled on machine 𝑖 at stage 𝑡 as the last job

𝐼𝑑
𝑆
𝐶
𝐶
𝐶
𝑇
𝑋
𝑋
𝑋

2-2-Mathematical model
The objective functions and the constraints of the model are as follows:
 Objective functions
𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑍

𝐸𝑃 𝑃 𝑋

𝐸𝑆

𝑠 𝑋

𝑐ℎ 𝑋
(1)

𝐸𝐼 𝐼𝑑
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑍

𝑤

𝐸𝑅 𝑋

𝑇

(2)

Equation (1) minimizes the total energy consumption, as the first objective function, during process
times, set-up times, idle times, and when the machines turn on and off. Equation (2) minimizes the
total weighted tardiness for jobs as the second objective function.
 Constraints
𝑋

1

∀𝑡, 𝑙

1, … , 𝑛

(3)

𝑋

1

∀𝑡, 𝑗

1, … , 𝑛

(4)

1

𝑋
𝑋

1
0

𝑋
𝑋

𝑋

∀𝑖, 𝑡

(5)

∀𝑡, 𝑖

(6)

∀𝑡, 𝑖, 𝑗

1, … , 𝑛

(7)

∀𝑡, 𝑖, 𝑙

1, … , 𝑛

(8)

𝑋 ∈ 0,1
(9)
∀𝑡, 𝑖, 𝑗 0, 𝑙 𝑛 1
Constraints (3) – (9) guarantee the feasibility of the considered scheduling on machines at each
stage. Constraints (3) and (4) guarantee that only one job must be allocated in each sequence at each
stage. Constraints (5) and (6) ensure that only one job must be allocated in initial and final positions
of each sequence of jobs on each used machine at each stage. Constraint (7) states that a job cannot
process at a stage more than once. Constraint (8) causes a consistent and compatible sequencing at
each stage. Constraint (9) determines 𝑋 as a binary decision variable.
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𝑆
𝑆

∀𝑙, 𝑡
∀𝑙, 𝑡

𝑟
𝐶

𝑆

𝐶

(10)
(11)

∀𝑙, 𝑡

𝑐ℎ 𝑋

𝑆

1
1

𝑠

𝑋

𝑋

1 𝑀

(12)

∀𝑡, 𝑗, 𝑙𝑗

𝑙

(13)

𝑆

0
(14)
∀𝑡, 𝑗
Constraints (10) – (14) find the initial start time for each job. Constraints (10) and (11) present the
initial start time of each job respectively at first stage and next stage. At the first stage, the start time
of each job must be at least equal to the release time of it. At the next stage, the start time determines
by completion time in previous stages. Constraint (12) ensures that the start time of each job on each
machine must be at least equal to its release time. Constraint (13) ensures that if job 𝑗 and 𝑙 are
assigned to the same machine, the start time of job 𝑗 (that processes after job 𝑙) must be at least set up
time of job 𝑙 plus completion time of job 𝑗. Constraint (14) guarantees the non-negativity of the start
time of each job at each stage.
𝐶

𝑆

𝑃 𝑋

∀𝑙, 𝑡

(15)

𝐶

𝐶

𝑋

1 𝑀

∀𝑗, 𝑖, 𝑡

(16)

𝐶

𝐶

𝑋

1 𝑀

∀𝑗, 𝑖, 𝑡

(17)

𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝑆

𝑐ℎ

𝑋

1 𝑀

∀𝑙, 𝑖, 𝑡

(18)

𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝑆

𝑐ℎ

𝑋

1 𝑀

∀𝑙, 𝑖, 𝑡

(19)

∀𝑖, 𝑡

(20)

𝐼𝑑
𝑇

𝐶
𝐶

𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝑐ℎ 𝑋

𝑠 𝑋

𝑃 𝑋

𝑑

∀𝑗, 𝑡

𝑘

(21)

0
𝑇
(22)
∀𝑗
Constraint (15) determines completion time of each job as total start time and process time.
Constraints (16) and (17) calculate completion time of each machine at each stage that equals to the
completion time of the last job processed on that machine. Here, the equality constraint converted to
two inequality constraints by using 𝑀. This constrains would be active while 𝑋 becomes 1,
otherwise, they become inactive constraints. Constraint (18) and (19) represent initial start time of
each machine at each stage. Constraint (20) determines the idle time of each machine at each stage.
Constraints (21) and (22) include set of constraints that determine the amount of tardiness for each
job.

3-Solution algorithms
Regarding the complexity of the model and the NP-hardness nature of FFSP (Dai et al. 2013), two
solution algortihms, including (i) non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II), and (ii) nondominated ranked genetic algorithm (NRGA) are developed to solve the model. In contrast to classic
solution methods that convert a multi-objective model to a single-objective one, we solve the model
as a multi-objective to make a suitable trade-off between the TWT and the EC. One of the most
popular and applicable algorithms to solve a multi-objective optimization problem is NSGA-II that
was introduced by Deb, et al. (2002). The implementation steps of NSGA-II is shown in Fig1.The
steps of NRGA, first introduced by Al Jadaan, et al. (2009), is similar to NSGA-II with the exception
in the step of parent selection.
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Fig1.Flowchart of NSGA-II and NRGA

Step 1: Coding and creation of initial population
Each chromosome is composed by “number of machines + (number of jobs - 1) × number of
stages” genes. So that each chromosome will have the number of workshop parts. Each part includes a
sequence of “number of jobs + number of related stage jobs - 1” which are placed randomly. Minus
the number of 1 is because of the lack of need to display the latest job at each stage. Also, the
sequence of jobs at all stages cannot be considered the same due to consider of energy consumption
function in the proposed chromosome. Based on the proposed solution-representation, a set of
chromosomes (as much as 𝑛𝑃𝑜𝑝) are generated randomly as the initial population.
Step 2: Evaluation and ranking
The objective values of the initial population are evaluated using an evaluation function. Then, the
population is ranked based on the non-domination sorting procedure to create Pareto fronts. Each
chromosome of the population under evaluation obtains a rank equal to its non-domination level,
where the first front level as the best one contains chromosomes with the smallest rank, the second
front as the next-best one corresponds to the chromosomes with the second rank, and so on.
Step 3: Crowding distance (CD) determination
The CD is calculated for members of each front level in comparison with other members of the
same level. For solution 𝑖, the average distance from two adjacent solutions is calculated regard to
each objective function and the summation is 𝐶𝐷 as shown in equation (23), where 𝑚 is the number
of objective functions.
𝐶𝐷

𝑓

𝑓

𝑓

𝑓

(23)
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Step 4: Parent selection
Since the only difference between NSGA-II and NRGA algorithms is in the step of parent
selection, the implementation of these two algorithms in this step is presented as follows separately.
 Parent selection for NSGA-II
In the modified algorithm for NSGA-II, there is no limitation on use of two members in order to
selection of parent and the tournament size may be considered more than two members. This will
cause high probability of selecting better chromosomes in order to create high quality offspring.
Therefore, each chromosome participates with better solution in the tournament. In equality of ranks
of two solutions, the second criteria (CD) will be evaluated to select the best one.
Fig2 shows the structure of chromosome with 4 jobs and 3 stages. The number of unrelated parallel
machines at stages is 3, 1, and 2 respectively. The numbers that are greater than the number of jobs
are chosen as parallel machines at desired stage. Thus, the first number that is greater than the size of
the set of jobs represents the first machine, and the second number represents the second machine, and
so on. Jobs located before each machine is allocated to that machine, and the remained jobs are
allocated to the last machine. Two parts are considered for evaluation of the chromosome. These two
parts represents two different results with the same sequence and allocation. The first and second
results are related to values of objective functions in the lack of idle time and in the existence of idle
time respectively. After performing pairwise comparisons, all chromosomes are classified based on
frequency of dominated solutions in the Pareto frontier. Then a rank is assigned for each solution
based on its Pareto counter due to its location in the Pareto frontier.

Fig2. How to allocate jobs to machines, evaluate and chose a chromosome for tournament.

 Parent selection for NRGA
In the modified NRGA algorithm, the parent selection is performed by roulette wheel. Here,
modified Boltzmann method is used as equation (24).
𝑝

𝑒

(24)

∑
𝑒
where,
Maximum number of frontiers
𝑝
Probability of selecting 𝑖th frontier
𝑅
Selection pressure
Number of 𝑖th frontier
𝛽
𝑅
If the value of 𝛽 becomes high, the chance of selecting worse frontier will decrease. Else, the
chance will increase. Therefore, the value of 𝛽 will be determined in parameter tuning for different
test problems. After determining the probability of solutions, the parent is specified by performing
roulette wheel and consequently, the related chromosome is used to generate offspring.
Step 5: Crossover and evaluation
The point that should be noticed is the need to search more space because of the properties of the
problem of this paper and the lack of equality of jobs at all stages. At the first, this process is
performed at each stage separately. Next, all performed crossovers at each stage will be added to the
sum of generated offspring in the form of two offspring from these parents in order to apply an overall
crossover (at all stages). Fig 3 shows the offspring from a single-point crossover for a sample with
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two stages as an example. After performing crossover on parents, first, each chromosome of offspring
will be decoded and objective functions will be calculated for them. Then, pairwise comparisons will
be done among offspring to determine ranking and CD. Two best chromosomes will be accepted as
two offspring created by these parents and the rest will be removed.

Fig 3.Offspring from a single-point crossover for a sample with two stages

Step 6: Mutation and evaluation
Four types of mutations are used in the proposed algorithm. These four types of mutations are
insertion, swap, reversion, and flip. Fig 4 shows types of mutations used in this paper. To increase the
search space (mainly done locally), first, the mutation process is performed at each stage separately.
Then, all mutations made at each stage will be added to the offspring of considered parent in the form
of new offspring in order to apply an overall mutation (at all stages). Fig 5 shows the offspring from a
swap mutation for a sample with two stages as an example. After performing mutation on parents,
first, each chromosome of offspring will be decoded and objective functions will be calculated for
them. Then, pairwise comparisons will be done among offspring to determine ranking and CD. Two
best chromosomes will be accepted as two offspring created by these parents and the rest will be
removed.

Fig 4. Types of mutations used in this paper

Fig 5. Offspring from a swap mutation
for a sample

Step 7: Aggregation, ranking, CD determination, sorting, and removing
Offspring generated by crossover and mutation are aggregated into the main population and
constitute a bigger population named 𝑅 .All solutions obtained by 𝑅 chromosomes are compared and
classified within the Pareto frontier levels. Then, due to the location of each solution at the frontier a
rank is assigned for it based on frontier level. CDs are calculated for each member of 𝑅 population
(like Step 3).Each chromosome must do its upmost and proof its competency to survive in the next
generation. So, each chromosome will participate in sorting with its best solution. First, the
chromosomes are sorted by their ranks. In the case of ranks equality, the second criteria (CD) will be
the sorting base. Then, members are chosen from the top of ordered 𝑅 population in the size of initial
population (𝑛𝑃𝑜𝑝) and make the next generation.
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Step 8: Investigating stop criteria
In order to recognize the end of the implementation of the proposed algorithms, the number of
function evaluation (NFE) criteria is used. NFE is considered 2.5 10 in this paper. If it is realized,
the proposed algorithm stops, else, it will return to step 4.

4-Computational results
The computer coding of both algorithms are implemented using the MATLAB and the experiments
are performed on a computer with 2.60 GHz of 3537U CPU and 4.00 GB of RAM. Six random test
problems with different sizes (small, medium, and large) have been generated based on the parameters
illustrated in Table 2.
Table 2.Parameter value for test problems

Parameter
Number of jobs
Number of stages
Number of machines at each
stage
Weights of jobs
Due dates
Release times
Process time
Set up time of first job
Set up time between jobs
On/off energy
Process time energy
Set-up time energy
Idle time energy

Class of the problem
Medium size
Large size
10
15
4,5
6,7

Small size
5
2,3
U(1,3)

U(2,4)

U(3,5)

U(1,9)
U(50,120)
U(1,15)
U(25,95)
U(2,14)
U(3,25)
U(40,100)
U(1,10)
U(5,15)
U(10,20)

U(1,9)
U(80,150)
U(1,15)
U(25,95)
U(2,14)
U(3,25)
U(40,100)
U(1,10)
U(5,15)
U(10,20)

U(1,9)
U(120,220)
U(1,15)
U(25,95)
U(2,14)
U(3,25)
U(40,100)
U(1,10)
U(5,15)
U(10,20)

In order to minimize the effect of noise factors on the performance of the proposed algorithms, a
Taguchi procedure is utilized to set the parameters of the algorithms (see Table 3).
Table 3. Parameter ranges and levels with the selected values for NSGA-II and NRGA

Algorithm
parameters
Population size
Cross-over ratio
Mutation ratio

Parameters
range
50-100
0.5 - 0.9
0.05 – 0.15

Low

Medium High

50
0.5
0.05

70
0.7
0.1

100
0.9
0.15

Selected for
NSGA-II
50
0.5
0.1

Selected for
NRGA
100
0.5
0.05

Each algorithm runs six times for each of the test problems and the performances are compared in
terms of the means of four indicators; (i) the quality metric (QM), (ii) the mean ideal distance (MID)
introduced by Zitzler and Thiele (1998), (iii) the spacing metric (SM), and (iv) the diversification
metric (DM).Moreover, the small sized test problems have been solved using the ε constrained (ε-c)
method to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithms. Finally, for each of the test problems, a
total weighted normalized indicator (TWNI) is calculated and is used to compare the results of two
proposed algorithms. The indicators are obtained from the following formulas:
∑ 𝛼
𝑛𝑃𝑜𝑝
∑ 𝐶
𝑀𝐼𝐷
𝑛

QM

𝑆𝑀

𝑑̅

∑
𝑛

𝑑
1
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𝑇𝑊𝑁𝐼

𝐷𝑀

𝑅 𝑤

𝑑′ , 𝑑′

max

𝑓

𝑓

where,
𝛼
1, if solution 𝑖 belongs to Pareto front; 0, otherwise
The number of non-dominated solutions
𝑛
The Euclidian distance of ith non-dominated solution from the ideal point
𝐶
𝑑
The Euclidian distance for two adjacent non-dominated solutions (𝑑̅ is the mean value of 𝑑 )
𝑓
The value of objective function for the ith non-dominated solution
𝑅
The normalized value of indicator 𝑗 for solution 𝑖
𝑤
The weight of indicator 𝑗 , here 𝑤 , 𝑤 , 𝑤 , 𝑤
10 , 10, 1, 1
For a test problem with two stages, the convergence patterns of the number of Pareto solutions
obtained from a run of algorithms are displayed in Fig 6 for 50,000 number of function evaluations
(NFE). The number of Pareto solutions has reached a maximum value in a little more than 12,000
NFEs for the NSGA-II, while this value is less than 17,000 NFEs for the NRGA.

Fig 6. Convergence patterns of a run of algorithm for a test problem with two stages

The results obtained for each of the test problems are shown in Table 4. For the small sized
problems, the results show while the difference among the epsilon-constrained method and the two
proposed algorithms is not significant (less than 12%) in terms of the means of MID, SM, and DM,
there are a difference between 14% to 33% in term of the means of QM. Moreover, while there are no
significant differences among the two proposed algorithms for the small sized problems, there are
significant differences among the proposed algorithms for medium and large sized problems in terms
of the means of QM, MID, SM, and DM, and the NRGA significantly outperforms the NSGA-II in all
four indicators.
Table 4.Computational results obtained from the NSGA-II and NRGA for the FFSP test problems

Problem size

QM
MID
SM
DM
NSGANSGANSGANSGAJobStageMachine
NRGA ε-c
NRGA ε-c
NRGA ε-c
NRGA ε-c
II
II
II
II
5 2 U(1,3) 0.742 0.773 0.909 1132.1 1131.4 1073.5 353.257353.738341.364231.925231.952245.543
5 3 U(1,3) 0.575 0.644 0.862 1816.8 1759.1 1614.6 261.971259.615256.672294.698311.244333.035
10 4 U(2,4) 0.054 0.128 --- 7431.2 7275.1 --- 651.384541.359 --- 951.6031033.10 --10 5 U(2,4) 0.046 0.144 --- 10179 8860.9 --- 457.838515.381 --- 1032.601176.40 --15 6 U(3,5) 0.039 0.137 --- 18088 16171 --- 619.273483.563 --- 1347.201694.00 --15 3 U(1,3) 0.020 0.242 --- 31563 29013 --- 1065.601455.60 --- 1780.802574.20 --159

Fig 7shows the value of TWNI for six test problems which demonstrates the better performance of
the NRGA than NGSA-II.
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Fig 7.Values of indicator of TWNI obtained from proposed algorithms for six test problems

5-Conclusions and future research directions
In this paper, a more applicable to reality model for the flexible flow shop scheduling problem was
investigated with the goals of minimizing both the total weighted tardiness and the energy
consumption. The set-up times are considered to be sequence- and machine-dependent, and a release
time and a due date is applied for each of the jobs. The problem was first formulated into a biobjective model and then two multi-objective evolutionary algorithms, namely NSGA-II and NRGA
were utilized to find Pareto front solutions of the model. Taguchi method was employed to tune the
parameters of algorithms. Six numerical examples in small, medium, and large sizes were next
generated randomly to demonstrate the application of the proposed algorithms. The results showed
that the NRGA has significant better performance in comparison with the NSGA-II for all six test
problems in terms of all four indicators, i.e., (i) the quality metric, (ii) the mean ideal distance, (iii) the
spacing metric, and (iv) the diversification metric. In this paper, it was supposed that all parameters of
the model are deterministic. As a future research suggestion, one can consider the uncertainty of some
parameters, especially the release time of the jobs, the set-up time of the machines, and the processing
time of the jobs, using stochastic programming, robust optimization or simulation approaches.
Moreover, as another research direction, one can employ some other meta-heuristic or matheuristic
algorithms, and he can compare them with the NRGA.
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